
Meditation 
Crystal Altar

B U I L D  Y O U R  O W N



Historically used for religious ceremonies, altars are now often used 
inside everyday homes as a special place to go to for meditation, setting 
intentions, or simply engaging with your crystals. 

This unique area will help you connect with your higher self in a deeper, 
more meaningful way.

All you need to create your own is a shelf, a crystal (the more the 
merrier!), a few of your favorite items, and an intention!

What is an Altar



First, find a place in your house that’s raised off the ground. 

It could be a small piece of furniture, a shelf, or a tabletop. The size 
isn’t important. What’s important is that wherever you choose is 
there to serve as your dedicated crystal sanctuary and nothing else. 

1. Using smoke, properly cleanse the 
energy of the space.

2. Protect the altar by letting the 
household know this is your sacred 
space.

3. Set an intention or choose a word to 
represent your altar. This is crucial for 
the next steps, but can be altered at 
any time!

Choose and Create a 
Sacred Space

Preparation:



Your altar can be as simple or as elaborate as you like. It’s all about 
personalization and choosing what represents your spiritual journey. 

Below are typical additions and symbolic suggestions for your new altar:

Your journal

Decorate Your Altar

Crystals Candles & Incense

Photographs & 
Memorabilia

Small plant life & 
herbs 



Clear Quartz

A beginner-friendly crystal; Resonates 

with all chakras and intentions.

Amethyst

Nature’s tranquilizer; Great for building 
trust and balancing emotions.

Aquamarine

A communication stone; Wonderful for 

cleansing vibes and finding yourself.

Selenite

Natural cleanser; Ideal for purifying your 

crystals and your sacred space.

Best Crystals for 
Meditation



Setting Intentions 

Every time you walk past your altar, you’ll be reminded of 
its glorious, healing energy. 

Use that moment to check in with your chosen mantra.

• Choose a word for your space: 
Growth. Calm. Love. Abundance. 

• Then choose crystals and items 
that resonate with that intention. 

• Next, take a few slow deep 
breaths to relax your body and 
mind; to center yourself. 

• Then, state your intention for 
the altar, such as “I program this 
altar to help me communicate 
my needs and accept new 
opportunities in life and love.”



Enjoy Your Crystal Altar
Your altar, its adornments, and your chosen intentions can change 
at any moment. We recommend you re-arrange it as often as you’d 
like!

Use it to celebrate new beginnings, births, and achievements. Use it 
to honor the seasons, the phases of the moon, and special people in 
your life. It is there to help you grow a connection with your higher 
self and should always serve your current needs. 



Build Your Own Meditation Crystal Altar

Learn more about meditation with crystals.
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